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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces an alarm processing without using
any connectivity information of the substation electrical
network. In order to do so, timestamp and location
readily defines specific alarm patterns. In this sense, the
proposed algorithm resembles the typical procedure that
operators do. This specialized alarm processing allows
fast recognition of the most important events in a
substation: typically, more than 70% of the alarms
belong to the three groups presented in this paper. Tests
in a notebook show that it is possible to process 1025
alarms per second with a state machine that model the
specialist behaviour of each group, while a typical
maximum density is 1,000 alarms per minute.

INTRODUCTION
CEMIG is responsible for operating over 400 substations
in its operation area. A single center remotely monitors
all these substations. Many fault events may occur
simultaneously and the operational crew must analyze
them all for readily deciding the proper way of fixing
them, may it be remote or local. Moreover, it is very
common that a single event generates a series of alarms
in cascade, making it harder to find the causing event.
Under this context, automatic alarm processors are very
helpful for supporting real time data mining of operators.
Alarm processing typically searches for the key
information of the cause of alarms for grouping related
alarms together. For an exact inference, typically the
whole substation system is modelled (i.e. components
and their connectivity) [1] [2] so that an optimization
formulation may be properly stated for fault location [3]
[4]. This exact fault location inherits a high
computational burden and may not be suitable for real
time operation in large systems.
In order to improve computational performance but
losing in accuracy, pattern search approaches have been
proposed [5] [6] [7]. In this approach, an accurate model
of the substation is usually not necessarily, which
includes the connectivity of components. Instead, alarm
data collected from the substation is used to train and
extract patterns associated to faults. Once patterns have
been identified, they may be also processed using
standard algorithms [8].
This work takes a step further in the pattern recognition
approach: it considers only three patterns that respond for
more than 70% of the faults, it uses a specialized
processing and it uses location of the devices that
generate alarms to speed up the process. As a result,
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typically about one thousand alarms may be processed
per second in a standard computer. The origins of this
approach is from an attempt to mime the own procedure
of expert operators.

ALARM PROCESSING
When a fault event occurs in a substation, many devices
generate alarms. Besides the relevance of knowing and
logging triggered alarms, grouping alarms related to the
same causing event is very convenient for the operator, as
shown in Figure 1. With such automation, the operator
readily distinguishes concurrent fault events.

Grouping
In order to exactly process each alarm and associate it
with the correct causing event, it is necessary to know all
components of a substation and their connectivity.
However, it is possible to process the most frequent fault
events without any connectivity information and still
achieve suitable results: knowing where the component
lies and the event time are already enough. This strategy
for alarm processing enormously simplifies the alarm
processing algorithms and significantly reduces the
keeping effort of input database. Furthermore, this is the
typical strategy used by an operator when no automatic
alarm processors are available.
This work considers the most common grouping types:
automatic reclosing of circuit breakers (Figure 1), local
operation mode (Figure 2) and transformer fault (Figure
3). These three groups typically cover more than 70% of
fault events in a substation.

Lay-out
The text should be in two columns. Please do not change
the column settings. To control column length and to
keep each column even, you may insert “column breaks”.
If you need to insert a figure that extends over the full
page width, please create an appropriate section using
“continuous section breaks” before and after the figure.
Automatic reclosing
When a circuit breaker opens the system for protection, it
unchains many alarms in components in the same bay
which may be grouped together by a same causing event,
as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, circuit breakers
typically automatically reclose after some time in order to
repower the system and, after three attempts, they stop
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trying. This very common alarm source may be fast and
precisely detected if treated in a specialized way.

a reclosing is successful (i.e. no fault anymore), the state
machine returns to the starting state after waiting a time
to open to (typically 30 seconds). Conversely, if the
reclosing does not happen after some waiting time tc
(typically 3 minutes), the state machine returns to the
starting state.
0

Figure 1 – Automatic reclosing group.
Local mode
When a bay that is operating in local mode, usually for
testing purposes, all alarms from it typically do not need
any fixing operation. In this case, every alarm from that
bay may be grouped into a single alarm group that
indicates the local operation, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4 – Automatic reclosing state machine.
Figure 2 – Local mode group.
Transformer fault
When a transformer enter in a faulty state, it typically
affects the whole substation so that any alarm in that
substation close in time to that event may be grouped
together. This kind of fault is typically identified by the
actuation of relay 86, as shown in Figure 3.

Local mode state machine
The local mode state machine is the simplest one. It is
composed by two states: remote and local, as shown in
Figure 5. The state change is given by respective triggers.
remote
remote trigger

local trigger

local

Figure 5 – Local mode state machine.
Figure 3 – Transformer fault group.

State machine
A state machine is kept for each area of the substation
related to an alarm group type. This state machine is
efficiently implemented by keeping data only of active
alarms, so that no information of state machines at initial
state are stored. There are three types of state machine,
one for each alarm group type. These state machines are
grouped in a global state machine and each state induces
a distinct way of consuming a new alarm.
Automatic reclosing state machine
When a circuit break opens due to a fault in the network,
it automatically tries to close after some time. If it closes
and the fault persists, it will open again. It tries reclose up
to three times. The automatic reclosing state machine,
shown in Figure 4, captures this behaviour: 0, 1, 2 and 3
are states related to the number of openings and 1AR,
2AR and 3AR are states related to automatic reclosing. If
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Faulty transformer state machine
The state machine for a faulty transformer is also very
simple: normal and fault states as shown in Figure 6. The
state machine enters the fault state after its respective
relay 86 actuation. Every event in the same substation
within a time tf (typically 1 second) may be associated to
the faulty transformer as an approximation. Therefore,
after elapsed this time, the state machine comes back to
its starting state, even if the transformer is still in fault.
ok

tf

relay 86

fault

Figure 6 – Faulty transformer state machine.
Global state machine
The three previously presented state machines run
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Alarm sorting
Alarms may arrive out of order in the alarm processor, so
that they have to be reordered and reprocessed. This can
be efficiently implemented by keeping the state at time t
– t, so that the processed alarms at time t are given by
sorting and reprocessing all alarms from t – t to t every
time a new alarm arrives at time t. In this algorithm, t is
the maximum delay for an alarm to arrive in the alarm
processor. Alarms that arrive later than t are simply
neglected. The procedure of sorting an alarm is depicted
in Figure 7.

PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE
A prototype alarm processor coded in MATLAB using an
implementation of the state machine described in this
work was able to process 1025 alarms per second in a
notebook for a real CEMIG’s log data with 36.182 alarms
from a single stormy day, as estimated in Figure 8. This
is more than enough to provide a real-time response for
the operator, considering the typical maximum density of
1,000 alarms per minute shown in Figure 9. In this study
case, 55 groups were identified, all of them related to the
automatic reclosing group.
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priorities must be stablished among them. A natural
priority for delivering alarms to a specific state machine
is, from higher to lower priority, local mode operation,
transformer fault and automatic reclosing. This priority is
considered even if a lower priority state machine is not at
starting state. For instance, if circuit breaker is waiting
for its second reclosing and its bay enters in local mode
of operation, then the reclosing group is finished and a
local mode group is started.
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Figure 8 – Histogram of the average processing time of
each alarm in a sliding window of size 50.
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Figure 7 – Alarm sorting: a new alarm is sorted in the
buffer and processed to generate groups G starting from
already processed groups G’.
Alarm processing
After updating the global state machine of the alarm
processor, the alarm is possibly assigned to a group of
alarms. This assignment is straightforward considering
the time, location and type of the alarm given the current
state of the global state machine. For instance, every
alarm generated in a substation where a transformer is in
fault state, is grouped altogether. With proper data
structures to compare location and time between new
alarms and active groups (e.g. typically hash tables), this
alarm processor may achieve really high processing rates,
even for large amount of substations and devices.
The time sorting buffer is kept outside the alarm
processor itself: the buffer is updated and reprocessed
every time a new alarm comes in. It would be faster to
treat sorting in the stating machine, however much more
complex to implement and keep the code.
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Figure 9 – Number of alarms in each minute in a typical
stormy day.
Due to the granularity of the algorithm, the performance
presented in this paper may be much improved if the state
machine is implemented in a compiled language (e.g. C,
C++).

CONCLUSIONS
The alarm processor presented in this paper is very
specialized. It starts from a careful observation of the
system, daily accumulated by operators, and ends in a
complex state machine. All this work is rewarded by a
fast alarm processor with an acceptable accuracy. Indeed,
in the case study present in this paper, the results were
100% correct relatively to what is expected from it. This
is a typical trade off in engineering: generality and speed.
A hybrid approach may be considered, since different
approaches have distinct advantages. For instance, for
real time, a strategy like in this paper may be suitable.
For a post event analysis, an exact approach is more
suitable. Search for patterns may help identifying groups
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of alarms to make future specialization into state
machines.
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